
Sermon Notes – March 14, 2021 
Review – Remembering the Message of Hebrews 
 How do you help Chris ans who are suffering and need greater 

endurance? You give them a clearer and greater picture of 
Christ!  

 Last Sunday we saw the glory of Jesus Christ as our great High 
Priest, far greater than any human high priest – and the writer is 
just ge ng warmed up!  

Today’s text: READ Hebrews 5:7-14 
In our text today the writer pauses his greater presenta on about 
Jesus as our great High Priest to deliver a confron ve rebuke and a 
call toward Chris an maturity. This extended warning (three 
sermons for us!) is sobering and worthy that we would all sit up and 
pay a en on. And there is a problem: the readers have become 
“dull” or “_________” or even “lazy” in their spiritual lives and the 
writer is deeply concerned about their spiritual future (5:11 & 6:12). 

Spiritual Growth is Expected for True Believers (12a) 
 This text is about spiritual accountability. In our human pride – 

when confronted by a question like this or a rebuke – we tend 
to respond with a ___________ spirit rather than a humble 
heart: “Who are you to ask me a question like that? Don’t judge 
me!”  

 Indeed, people do grow spiritually at different rates, but 
“spiritual check-ups” and accountability are a good thing!  

 Note: the writer is addressing people he assumes to be truly 
born again (6:9). They have not always been “dull of hearing;” it 
is like they have gone ___________ in their faith journey.  

 Being “a teacher” in this text is not about teaching in the 
technical sense, but about the ability to understand faith 
sufficiently to explain it to someone else; they have not acted 
on what they have already been taught.  

Spiritual Growth Requires More Than Truth + Time 
(12b-13) 
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There are popular myths about spiritual growth & measures of maturity: 

 “Spiritual maturity = Bible ____________ alone”  

 “Spiritual maturity = life experience or time in church”  

 “Spiritual maturity = possession of certain spiritual _______”  

 “Spiritual maturity = outward conformity in looks or vocabulary”  

 What is missing? TWO key marks of maturity are, 1) A humble heart that 
responds to the Spirit of God – and 2) ________________! Being easily 
offended is a mark of immaturity (ever read I Corinthians?).  

 The call to return to the “milk of God’s Word” is not because they had 
forgotten the _______ about the Bible, and further, this text is not a “put 
down” to babies – they DO need milk…AND exercise!  

Spiritual Growth Requires Truth, Time, AND Humble, Daily 
Obedience (14) 
 The text speaks of being “__________ by constant practice” (think “gym”) in 

order “to distinguish good from evil” – this is a helpful description of 
maturity, isn’t it? Learning to see danger and then move to a place of safety 
is one way we measure a child’s growth.  

 Every parent knows that raising kids is _______, often painful, time 
consuming, and full of both mistakes and willful disobedience. 

 Two common obstacles that rise from our proud hearts: 

o Our failure (or refusal) to see ourselves as others see us. 

o Our skill at developing reasons (excuses) for our immature behavior. 

Responding to God’s Word 
 This text is a call to move toward greater maturity in your Christian life and 

character. Have you been measuring your spiritual progress by the wrong 
metric?  

 Think about “Truth + Time + Obedience”; Luke 6:40 says that a person who 
is “fully trained” looks a lot like Jesus. Are your eyes on Him as your Captain 
and model for living?  

 

Next Sunday: March 21, 2021 
“Warning: Don’t Play Games with God!” 

(Hebrews 6:1-8) Ma  Richey 

Answer Key: ▪ sluggish ▪ defensive ▪ backward ▪ knowledge ▪ gi s ▪ thicker skin ▪ facts ▪ trained ▪ messy 


